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Understanding Noun Phrases

Many C. Porrsn aNp Be.Rsenl A. FaulcoNpR

Mu.\.\u(hu.\eIt.\ In.stitute ol 7 echnol1gt'

Onc vicw ol sentcnce comprehension is that word meanings are retrieved independently and
then combined: another v iew is that  the retr ieved meanings fbr  words are context  dependent
and thus different in differer.rt sentences. To eramine retrieval of a noun's meaning in the context
ofan adjective. spoken sentences were probed with a picture. Subjects were instructed to respond
positively ifthe picture illustrated a noun in the sentence (e.g.. /ior.se). regardless ofother infor-
mation in the sentence (burning hou.;e) or in the picture. Even when the probe appeared immedi-
ately after an adjectile noun pair, an atypical picturc incorporating the adjective was responded
to more rapid ly than a more typical  p icture.  The resul ts suggest  that  a noun's meaning is  re-
trieved in conjunction with thc adjective. not independently, when the phrase describes a familiar
concept ion such as a burning house.

A central issue in the study of language
comprehension is how the meanings of
words are combined to reach an understand-
ing of a sentence. One possibil i ty is that the
meaning of each word is retrieved indepen-
dently of sentence context and then combined
with that of the preceding words. A second
possibil i ty is that the preceding words influ-
ence the retrieval of a meaning for the word,
such that  the ret r ieved meaning is  appropr iate
to the context. ln this study we examine under-
standing of the noun in a noun phrase, asking
to what extent the recovery of a meaning for
the noun is influenced by a preceding ad-
jective.

Independent retrieval of word meanings is
an attractive possibil i ty for noun phrases
because i t  f i ts  wi th the commonsense v iew
that the extension of a noun phrase is the
Boolean intersection of the extensions of the
adjective(s) and the noun: For example, a red
ball is a thing that is both a ball and red.
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Moreover, such an approach is well suited to
explain the productivity of language com-
prehension. For instance. a new expressjon
such ds on exhousted aardvork can be under-
stood by retrieving the meanings of the separ-
ate words and using rules to combine them
(e.g., Johnson-Laird, 197 7).

The empirical evidence for independent or
context-free retrieval is largely based on
studies of homonyms, where context-free
retrieval would imply that all the meanings
of a homonym are retrieved initially, regard-
less of prior context. There is some evidence
in support of this prediction (e.g., Conrad,
1974;  Foss & Jenkins,  1973;  Warren &
Warren,  1976;  Swinney,  Note l ;c f .  Yates,
1978), although other investigations have
not supported it (e.g., Mehler, Segui, &
Carey, 1978 ; Schvaneveldt, Meyer, & Becker,
t9t6\.

The second approach to the problem of
word combination emphasizes the influence
of context on the meanings of words. In the
case of homonyms such as fum, the contexts
of straw'berr-v jam and trffic jam lead to the
retrieval of two entirely different meanings of

.7am. Words that are not homonyms can also
take on somewhat different meanings in
different contexts. In Anderson and Ortony's
example (1975), an apple container is apt to
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be different f iom a soft drink container. Al-
though the independent meanings of con-
tuiner and .soft drink could be used to con-
struct an appropriate interpretation, it might
be economical to retrieve the knowledge that
soft drinks usually come in bottles or cans.
That is. the context might influence the re-
trieval of a specific meaning for t.ontainer.

Context-sensitive views of sentence com-
prehension have been put forward by Barclay.
Bransford, Franks, McCarrell. and Nitsch
(1974) and by Anderson and his colleagues
(Anderson & Ortony, 1975 ; Anderson, pich-
ert, Goetz, Schallert. Stevens. & Troll io.
1976 :  Ha l f f .  O r rony .  &  Ande rson .  1976 ) .  The
erperimental tests they have carried out
typically measure memory for sentences. For
example, Barclay eI al. (19j4) presented picuto
in two contexts, The mun lified the piuno and
The mttn tuned the piano. Something heuvl.
was a better cue to recall piano in the former
case, and something v,ith a nice sound in the
latter. The authors conclude Ihat piano,s
meanlng or concept includes both its weight
and its abil ity to make sounds, but that sen-
tence context influenced which of those was
activated. Such memory tests do strongly
suggest that sentence understanding is accom-
panied by some conceptual selection or
elaboration, but they do not rule out the
possibil i ty that the selective process .follou.s
the independent lookup of all word meanings.

To examine the influence of a preceding
adjective on init ial retrieval of the meanine
of  a noun.  we presented an immediate probe
ol  the noun.  Subjecrs l is tened to sentences
such as It v'us alreadt' getting lute y'hen the
man first sav' the burning hou.se ahead o/ him.
A picture probe appeared immediately after
the critical noun, in this case house. The pic-
ture i l lustrated the noun alone. the whole
noun phrase (e.g., a burning house), or did
not i l lustrate any noun in the sentence (see
Figure I ).

The subject's task was to decide whether or
not the pictured object had been named in the
sentence. regardle.ss of the condition of the

pictured object or the meaning of the whole
sentence. Since the design was such that the
prenominal adjective actually matched the
picture probe on only 8 91 of a subject's trials.
there was no incentive to combine the acljec-
tive and noun or indeed even to understand
the sentence. Thus, the bias was toward con-
text-free retrieval of noun meanings. Con-
trols in which the adjective was omitted were
included for comparison.

If the init ially retrieved meaning of house
is not influenced by a preceding adjective
such as burning, then response to a typical
picture should be the same whether or not the
adjective is included in the sentence. The
typical house should be matched to the noun
hoLtse more rapidly and accurately than the
less typical, modified picture of a burning
house. If, however, the adjective burning cotJ
strains the understanding of house, the typi-
cal picture should be harder to match to
house and the modified picture of a burning
house should be easier to match, comnared
wi th the contro l  sentence in which h i r r t r i r tc
i s  om i t t ed .

Even if the meaning of a noun is retrieved
in a context-free manner, a combined mean-
ing for the noun phrase should be computed
subsequently. To test the hypothesis that
there are two stages, half the probes were pre-
sented at the end of the sentence rather than
immediately after the crit ical noun: a com-
bined meaning for the noun phrase should be
available by that t ime. If the two-stage hypo-
thesis is correct, suitably modified pictures
should benefit from a delay while typical
pictures should lose.

A final variable was the location of the ad-
jective. To assess the scope of the (possible)
influence of the adjective, in one condition it
was directly prenominal (part of the noun
phrase) and in a second condition it was pre-
sented in an earlier part of the sentence.

Some comment about the use of pictures as
probes of words in sentences is warranted.
Several l ines of evidence indicate that a oic-
ture of  an object  taps the same concepiual
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seconds faster than word probes. These ex-
periments show that a pictured object maps
onto the representation of a spoken word at
least as rapidly as a written word does, vali-
dating the use of pictures as sentence probes.

representatlon as lts wrltten or spoken name.
Moreover, a picture appears to activate the
corresponding concept at least as fast as a
word. For example, Potter and Faulconer
( I 975) found that a picture of an object such
as a table was matched to a previously named
superordinate category such as .f i lrniture
about 50 mill iseconds f-aster than the written
word chuir was. Since subjects take 260 mill i-
seconds longer to name the pictures than to
name the words. it is clear that the match was
not mediated by the name of the picture (see

also Potter, Valian, & Faulconer. 1917).
Klein, Potter, and Fodor (Note 2) played
subjects taped sentences followed by a written
word or picture probe; the subjects' task was
to decide whether the probe had been named
in the sentence. Picture Drobes were 40 milli
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FIc.  L Examples of 'sentences and typical  versus modi f ied picturc probes.  The three vers ions of  each
sentence (prenominal  adject ive.  separated adject ive.  and no adject ive)  were obtained by appropr iate eom-
binat ions and delet ions of  the bracketed words.

Mrnroo

Sub.ject.s

The subjects were 48 college student volun-
teers, men and women, who were paid for
their participation.

Materiuls

Forty-eight sentences of 9 to 19 words were
written. Examples of the sentences and probes
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are given in Figure I and all 48 sentences are
included in the Appendix. All included at
least one noun that could be pictured. From

one to five words followed the crit ical noun.
Three versions ol each sentence were pre-
pared. In one, there was no adjective; in the

second, the target noun was preceded by an
adjective that modified it in such a way that
the modifier head' combination could be
represented in a picture. In the third version,
the modifying information appeared in an
earlier part of the sentence, although it re-
ferred to the target noun. In this version the
manner of presenting the modifying informa-
tion was varied across sentences. ln all but
four cases, the modifier was in a separate
clause (the first clause was about equally
often subordinate, superordinate, and co-
ordinate). In 38 ofthe sentences, the separated
modifier was attached to a pronoun that re-
ferred to the target noun. A mean of 6.2
words separated the modifier and the noun.

The sentences were read aloud by a skilled
speaker unacquainted with the purpose ofthe
experiment. They took between 3 and 5
seconds each to read. The three versions of a
sentence were counterbalanced over three
master tapes so that each tape had'16 sen-
tences of each type, in addition to 6 practice

sentences. Two copies of each of the three
tapes were made so that the timing of the
probe could be counterbalanced across sub-
jects. For each sentence, a signal was placed

on the second channel of the tape so that the
probe would appear immediately after the
noun or immediately after the last word of
the sentence (about I second later than the
immediate probe). The signal, not heard by

the subject, opened a shutter to display the
probe and started clocks to measure the

subjects' response time.
The probe pictures were l ine drawings of

objects. One of the two positive probes for

each target noun we judged to be a typical
picture of the object, and the other picture

was less typical because it incorporated the

modifying information (see Figure I ). Twenty-

FAULC]ONER

four additional drawings of objects not named
in any sentence were used as negative probes.

The drawings were photographed and pre-

sented as slides.

Apparutus

The sentences were presented on a tape re-

corder via earphones. The probes were pre-

sented for I second using a shutter tachisto-
scope attached to a slide projector. The pic-

ture appeared on a screen about 2.1 m in
front ofthe subject; it subtended about 4'of
visual angle. The subject responded by press-

ing one of two buttons. Response time was
measured to the nearest mill isecond.

De,s ign urul Proc'eclure

Sentence type, probe delay, picture type.
and positive vs negative probe were all
within-subject variables. The three versions
of each sentence (prenominal adjective, sep-
arated adjective, no adjective), the two probe
positions (immediately after the noun, or at
the end of the sentence), the two versions of
the positive picture probe (typical, modified).
and positive versus negative probes were

counterbalanced across subjects so that a
given sentence was presented to two subjects
in each of 12 positive conditions and four sub-
jects in each of 6 negative conditions (for the
negative-probe sentences, typicality of the
probe was not varied). Correspondingly,
each subject saw two sentences in each ofthe
12 positive conditions and four negatively
probed sentences in each of 6 conditions.

The same random order of the basic sen-
tences was used for all subjects. Each subject
heard only one version of a given sentence
and saw one of the two positive probes,
or the negative probe. The subject was in-
structed to listen to the sentences and, when
the picture appeared, to decide as rapidly as
possible whether the object shown in the pic-
ture had been named in the sentence. It was
emphasized that the picture did not have to
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mutch the nteaning o.f lhe sentence but only had
to match one v'ord, the name o./'the obiect. Ex-
amples made that clear, and the low error
rate showed that subjects understood. Six
practice sentences were presented, during
which the subject was encouraged to respond
rapidly. The sentences were separated by l5
seconds on the tape; the word Recdl'pre-
ceded each sentence. There was one briefrest
period halfway through the experiment.

At the end of the experiment, subjects were
unexpectedly handed a sheet with the 48
probed nouns listed in random order, with a
space for an adjective. They were asked to
recall any adjectives or modifiers that they
remembered from the sentences.

Rssulrs

The result of greatest theoretical interest
concerns sentences with and without a pre-
nominal adjective, when the probe was im-
mediate. The mean response times for posi-
tive trials are shown in Figure 2. When there
was no adjective, a typical picture probe was
responded to 94 milliseconds faster than a
modified probe. When there was a prenominal
adjective, the modified probe was 25 mill i-
seconds faster than the typical probe. The

T
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Ftc;. 2. Mean time to respond to positive-probe pic-
tures for sentences with and without a prenominal
adjectivc.

interaction was similar for delayed probes,
although responses were 7l mil l iseconds
faster, overall. Thus, contrary to the hypo-
theses that a noun's meaning is f irst retrieved
independently and later combined with the
adjective, delaying the probe did not increase
the effect of the adjective. Unlike the pre-
nominal adjectives, adjectives separated from
the noun had little influence on the probe
comparison in either the immediate or delayed
conditions.

ln  the analys is  of  response t ime.  t imes
greater than two standard deviations above a
subject's mean (less than .02 of the responses)
were replaced by the mean plus two standard
deviations. Only correct responses were ana-
lyzed;' .034 of the responses to positive probes
and .016 of the responses to negative probes
were errors. The percentage of errors tended
to be higher in the conditions with longer
response times.

The first set of analyses compared the pre-
nominal-adjective and no-adjective condi-
tions, omitting the separated-adjective con-
dition. Responses were faster when the probe
w a s  d e l a y e d ,  m i n F ' ( 1 ,  9 1 ) : 7 . 1 0 ,  p < . 0 1 .
Neither probe type (typical versus modified)
nor sentence type (with or without an adjec-
tive) had a significant overall effect on re-
sponse time. The interaction between probe
type and sentence type was significant, Fr(1,
47)  :  13.02,  M S " :29,343,p < .01,  F 2(1,  41)  :
11 .72 ,  MS" :39 ,216 ,  p< .01  ;  m inF ' (1 ,94 ) :
6.17, p < .025 (there were no other significant
interactions). Newman-Keuls tests showed
that subjects responded more rapidly when
the sentence had no adjective and was probed
with a typical picture, than they did in the
other three sentence-probe conditions. When
the sentence had a prenominal adjective,
subjects were faster when the probe picture
was suitably modified than when it was
typical of the noun.

Separated Adjectives

A second set of analyses contrasted

;
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ated-adjective and no-adjective sentences
(Figure 3). Responses to typical pictures were
faster than to modified pictures, Fll,41):
1 9 . 1 1 ,  M S " : 2 9 , 4 7 9 ,  p < . 0 1 ,  F r ( 1 ,  4 7 ) :
12 .22 ,  MS" :59 ,531 ,  p< .01 ,  m inF ' ( | ,  90 ) :
7.45,  p<.01.  Responses to delayed probes
were faster than to immediate probes, F1 (1.
4 l ) : 24 .14 ,  MS" :30 ,916 ,  F2 (1 ,  47 ) :22 .91 ,
M S" :42 ,793 ,  m inF ' (1 ,  94 )  : 11 .76 ,  p  < .01 .
No interactions were significant;thus, unlike
prenominal adjectives, separated adjectives
did not influence the probe comparison.

.T

T y p e  o f  p r o b e

Frc.  3.  Mean t ime to respond to posi t ive-probe pic-

tures for sentences with and without a separated adjec-
tive (or equivalent modifying information).

l,{egative Trials

The main theoretical question concerning
negative responses was whether the presence
of an adjective would affect response time.
A significant effect of sentence type was ob-
tained in the subjects analysis, F12,94)--
3.50,  MS" :5944,  p < .05,  but  not  in  the i tems
ana lys i s ,  F2Q,  94 )  : 1 .31 ,  MS. :19 ,591 .  The
means were 913 mill iseconds for sentences
without the crit ical adjective. 939 mill i-
seconds for sentences with a prenominal ad-
jective, and 937 milliseconds for sentences
with a separated adjective. There is a weak
suggestion, then, that the presence ofan extra
adjective anywhere in the sentence slowed
probe comparison slightly. (When the nega-

FAULCONER

t ive probe was immediate, however, there was
only a 2-millisecond difference between sen-
tences with and those without a prenominal
adject ive.  )  As wi th posi t ive responses.  re-
sponse to a delayed probe was 98 mill iseconds
laster than to an immediate probe. minF'(1 ,
94):32.31, p < .01 . No interactions were
significant.

Re<:all

Subjects were unexpectedly given a list of
the nouns and asked to recall the adjectives.
Overall, 38 ?.{ of the adjectives were correctly
recalled (less than 2\were correctly guessed
when they had not been in the sentence).
Analyses of variance, which wil l not be report-
ed in detail, showed main effects significant
at the .01 level for recall of prenominal (43%)
versus separated (33 %) adjectives: delayed
(42%) versus immediate (34 l") probes; posi-
tive (55 ld) versus negative (21 l) probes; and,
for positive trials, modified (63 -'.;) versus
typical (47 \) probes. No interactions were
significant. The results are consonant with a
depth-of-processing interpretation, with
better recall of delayed probes and probes
that matched the phrase. Although the probe
comparison task could in principle have been
carried out by treating the words as a l ist, it is
clear that subjects did tend to process the
sentence to the point of encoding the adjec-
tive-noun relationship, even when the adjec-
tive appeared much earlier in the sentence.

DrscussroN

The results indicate that a prenominal ad-
jective does influence retrieval of a noun's
meaning. When subjects match a pictured
object to a noun preceded by an adjective,
they respond more quickly to a picture that is
modified to reflect the combined adjective
noun meaning than to a more typical picture.
That result was obtained even though adjec-
tives and pictured modifications were irrele-
vant or misleadine on most trials and had to
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be ignored. Evidently interactive retrieval of
the meanings of an adjective and noun in a
noun phrase occurs automatically, when a
sentence is presented.

The pattern of results did not change when
the probe was delayed unti l the end of the
sentence, so there was no suggestion that the
listener started with an independent meaning
for the noun and developed a combined
meaning thereafter. Although responses to
immediate probes were slower, overall, than
responses to delayed probes, there was no
interaction with the other variables (Figure
2). (Presumably response to immediate probes
was slower because attention was divided
between listening and responding.)

Little or no influence of the adjective was
observed when the adjective and noun were
separated. (There was a slight suggestion
see Figure 3-that the adjective had been
joined with the noun by the time a delayed
probe appeared.) Unlike prenominal adjec-
tives. a separated adjective could not be re-
lated structurally to the noun unti l some in-
formation about the noun's meaning had
been retrieved. For example, the sentence 1t
vas alreudv burning vt,hen the man.fir.st sav the
[house alteatl of him] could have ended [irirl
v'ith the gasoline running Jrom the housel.
House in the first version and kid in the second
version appear at identical points in the
sentence; it is not only their location in the
surface structure but their meanings that
make them good and poor candidates, respec-
tively, for the referent of the thing that was
burning. Therefore, independent retrieval of
the noun would be expected. The absence ofa
significant influence ofthe earlier adjective on
the probe comparison suggests. then, that
context-dependent retrieval of meaning is not
the result of global associations to previous
words. r

The results appear to show that the mean-
ing of a noun phrase is retrieved as a single
unit. Before considering how such holistic
retrieval might occur, we wil l consider a
number of other possible explanations of the

UNDERSTANDING NOUN PHRASES 5 1 5

results. First, was the meaning of the noun
retrieved independently but combined with
that of the adjective so rapidly that the pro-
cess was complete before comparison with
even the immediate probe? lf there is a stage
at which representation of the noun's inde-
pendent meaning is available, the results indi-
cate that it is ordinarily extremely brief and
leaves no trace. Otherwise, the independent
representation (or its trace) should have been
available more often when the probe ap-
peared immediately after the spoken noun,
than when the probe appeared at the end of
the sentence.

One might explain the seemingly instan-
taneous completion of the combinatory pro-
cess by adding a further assumption. Major
syntactic constituents of a sentence appear to
resist intrusion of extralinguistic events such
as clicks, as though processing of the con-
stituent has to be completed before other
sensory events can be processed (Fodor,
Bever, & Garrett, 1914, but cf. Clark &
Clark, 1971). lf completion of noun phrase
processing is obligatory' prior to picture
matching, that would explain the failure to
obtain an increase in the adjective effect with
delay. This explanation would require, how-
ever, that a noun phrase with an adjective
take longer to process than one without an
adjective, since a combinatory stage would be
added to the time required to comprehend
the noun. Yet, prenominal adjectives only
increased positive response latencies to im-
mediate probes by l3 mill iseconds and nega-
tive response latencies by 2 mill iseconds, in
neither case a significant change. (Using a
different paradigm, Fodor and Garrett (1967)

lSwinney (Note I  )  reports evidence that  mul t ip le
meanings of an ambiguous noun are retrieved without
influence fi'om prior semantic context. although within
a second the relevant meaning is selected. The context in
Swinney's experiments was not provided within the noun
phrase, and its ellect seems to have been similar to that o1-
a separated adjective. In any case, activation of the
multiple meanings of an unsystematic homonym may be
controlled by lactors different fiom those that determine
the interpretat ion ofan unambiguous noun phrase.
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l ikewise found no evidence for increased pro-
cessing load when a prenominal adjective was
added.)The process that combines the mean-
ings of the adjective and noun appears to
occur in conjunction with noun comprehen-
sion. not following it.

In a phoneme-monitoring task, Blank and
Foss (1978) lound that an adjective that was
highly related to the noun (e.g., bloodshot
e.r'e) speeded response to a fbllowing phoneme
by 20 mill iseconds. compared with an un-
related adjective (aching eye). They concluded
that context aided lexical lookup (i.e., recog-
nition) of the noun. Did the adjectives in the
present experiment merely speed noun recog-
nition,without affecting retrieval of the noun's
meaning once it had been recognized'l No.
because then adjectives should have speeded
responses to both typical and modified
probes instead, responses to typical probes
were slowed. Also, response to negative
probes should have been speeded when there
was an adjective, and they were not.

A similar possibil i ty is that the adjective
aided recognition of the object in the modi-
fied picture. but did not affect retrieval ofthe
noun's meaning. By itself, that would not
explain why a prenominal adjective produced
a highly significant 73-mill isecond increase in
response time to a typical picture. Suppose.
however. that the two words contributed
seporutelr to the probe match. For example,
htrrning and house could be compared simul-
taneously but independently to the picture
probe, giving a better match to the appropri-
ately modified picture than house alone and
thus producing a faster response. This match-
ing explanation concurs with the contert-
dependent hypothesis in proposing that sub-
jects irresistibly matched the whole noun
phrase to the picture, notjust the noun.

Unlike the context-dependent hypothesis,
the matching explanation maintains that the
meanings of the adjective and noun were
separate at the time the comparison with the
probe was made. Some of the adjectives were
interpretable and perhaps imageable on their

own (e.g., burnhg, Jurr.t', bandagerl) and so
could have been compared directly with the
picture. Many, however, could not have been
compared with the picture unti l they were
combined with the noun's meaning. That is
most obvious for relative adjectives (e.g., long
skirt), but is also the case for many other ad-
jectives (e.g., caught fish, clo.sed hand).
According to the matching explanation, the
more interpretable adjectives would be more
likely than the others to have contributed to
the interaction between phrases and probes.
A post hoc comparison of the l9 least inter-
pretable and the 15 most interpretable ad-
;ectives offered no support for that hypothesis.
As high a proportion of the uninterpretable
adjectives (15/19) as of the interpretable
adjectives (11/15) showed the direction of
interaction predicted by the interaction hypo-
thesis. Of the intermediate adjectives (e.g.,
ransacked desk) l l /14 showed the predicted
interaction. The lack of difference between
separately interpretable and uninterpretable
adjectives strongly suggests that listeners had
combined the meanings of the adjective and
noun before the probe appeared.

We now consider two ways in which con-
text-dependent or holistic retrieval ofa noun
phrase's meaning could take place. One
possibil i ty is that people have single lexical
entries for a large number of phrases, just as
they presumably have single entries for com-
pounds like hot dog. There are, however,
differences between such compounds and
most of the noun phrases used in the present
experiment. Compounds typically have a dis-
tinct stress pattern (Gleitman & Gleitman,
1970) and are lexically bound: One cannot
refer to a frankiurter as a hotter dog or a hot
little dog. Recognition of compounds may be
feasible precisely because those variations
are not permitted. In contrast, the phrases
we used have many variations and para-
phrases such as burning suburban house and

.flanting dwelling.It seems unlikely that each
of these whole phrases has a separate lexical
entrv.
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The second possibil i ty is that the adjective
and noun activate separate lexical entries
(that is, they are recognized independently)
but there is interaction during retrieval of
their meanings. This possibil i ty assumes that

a word's meaning is not represented in the
lexical entry. but in a conceptual system

addressed by the lexical entry. In the con-
ceptual system (which can be regarded as a
network of l inks between nodes) a word's
meaning is not a fixed entity that is activated
as a whole, but meaning is given by the pat-

tern ofactivation produced on that obcasion.

Qui l l ian (1966) proposed a model  o lsentence
comprehension in which activation spreads
from the content words unti l intersecting
pathways are discovered; the intersecting
pathways are then checked for their con-
sistency with syntactic information in the

sentence (cf. Anderson, 1976; Coll ins &
Lo f tus .  1975 :  Woods .  1975 ) .

With a model of this kind, priority is given

to the pathway that f irst connects the concept
nodes of the words in a noun phrase such as
the buming house. Activation of hottse alone
would spread activation to a large number of

directly and indirectly l inked nodes embody-
ing a nonspecific and hence "typical" mean-
ing ol house. Activation of both btrrning and
/roase short-circuits this process of spreading
activation. confining it to the sequence ot
links and nodes connecting hurning and
lrcuse in a syntactically appropriate way.

Alternatively, activation spreading between a
noun and adjective may converge on a third
node that represents the whole phrase for

example, a node fbr the idea of a burning
house. Models of this type have been pro-
posed by Nash-Webber (1975),  Kieras (1911),

and Anderson, Kline, and Lewis (1977). Pre-
sumably the same node could be activated by
a similar expression such as.flaming dtvelling,
or by an appropriate picture. NonlexicaL
nodes for complex ideas offer a natural
vehicle for comprehension of indexical phrases
(McCawley, 1970) and other referring ex-
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Such models might account for holistic
understanding of many noun phrases, but
the models ought to predict hclependent re-
trieval of the noun whenever a short pathway

between the adjective and noun is not avail-
able. For novel phrases such as./ilrr.t untbrellu.
an intersecting pathway may not be arrived
at unti l one has retrieved the facts that part

of an umbrella is fabric and that fur can be
used as a fabric. By that t ime, a relatively
complete retrieval of the independent con-
cept  o l  t r t r thre l l t t  wi l l  have taken p lace.z

A post hoc test of this conjecture was
carried out. Ten new subjects rated the 48
adjective noun pairs (without the surround-
ing sentence) for the familiarity of the idea
expressed by the noun phrase. relutit 'e to thal
of the noun. The mean ratings were used to
sort the noun phrases into four levels of
familiarity. with l2 phrases at each level (er-

amples, ranging from novel to familiar, are
broken .st'retclriver. tangled puppet, t'lo.tecl
huncl, and rousted turket). The mean response
times for the four groups of phrases are
shown in Figure 4, broken down by condi-
tion (each curve corresponds to one point in
Figure 2). For immediate probes, increasing
familiarity was associated with a dramatic in-
crease in the magnitude of the adjective's in-
fluence, in the expected direction (seen in the
difference between the solid and broken
curves in Figure 4). When the probe was
delayed, however, the familiarity of the
phrase was not systematically related to the
size of the adjective effect. That is what one
would expect if the combined meaning of
even an unf amiliar noun phrase was available
by the time a delayed probe appeared.

Although a post hoc analysis of this kind
should be accepted with caution because of
possible confoundings with other variables.
the results support the conjecture that holis-

rComprehcnding a novel  meaning would require other

mechanisms in addi t ion to spreading act ivat ion.  Pre-

sumably a computat ional  rout ine is  used to combir . re

meanings of words whenever no prcstored representa-

t ion of  the whole phrase is  avai lable (cf .  Smith.  1978).
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t ic understanding of the sort observed in the
present experiment occurs only when the
concept expressed by a phrase is already
familiar. A model of this type implies that the
depth of retrieval of a noun's meaning wil l be
negatively correlated with the availabil ity of
a link with an adjective in the same phrase. For
example, more might be retrieved about
kangaroos on hearing the wading kangaroo
than on hearing the hopping kangaroo. That
is, the model permits varying degrees of mean-
ing retrieval, rather than a fixed semantic
representation of a given word that is acti-
vated as a whole.

In conclusion a l istener hearing a noun
phrase such as the burning hou.ye retrieves a
unitary meaning for the whole phrase! appar-
ently without first retrieving a context-free
meaning of hou.se and then combining it with
burning. Since unitary comprehension does
not occur when the adjective is separated from
the noun, interactive retrieval is probably
under the control of syntactic as well as
semantic structure. A post hoc analysis
suggests that context-dependent interpreta-
tion of noun meanins mav be l imited to

-" '
o - - - - - o - "  

j l a

-a -

-"'

F o m i l r o r  N o v e l

R o t e d  f o m r l i o r l y  ( q u o r t i l e s )

F o m i l i o l

Ftc. 4. Mean time to respond to positive-probe pictures as a f unction of the rated familiarity of the
adject ive nouncombinat ion.Responsestothesamenounswithout theadject iveareshownforcompar ison.

phrases that express ideas already represented
in memory. A spreading-activation model of
comprehension can account for retrieval of
complex but familiar ideas in a holistic man-
ner while allowing for computation of novel
ideas following independent retrieval of indi-
vidual word meanings.
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ApprNnlx

Sentences used in the experimentl the bracketed
words were added or deleted to obtain the three versions

of each sentence. The critical adjective and noun arc
i  ta l ic ized.

liugglingl
l. Although [the activity] was not his fbrte. the [u.qg/irg]

r'/r.rrlr was successful.

fupside clon n]
2. lt was [moving slowly], but at last the lupside dotttl

airplane came in sight.

3.  Secing r t ldroopingl  in the yard.  the boyscout won-
dered how many years the [drooping].flug had been
used.

1. "lr's 
lhangingl over there." directed Mark. hoping

Harry would hnd the fhungingl.rau where he left it.
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5. [7-ungled and] lbrgotten in
puppet was linally fbr.rnd.

POTTER AND FAULCONER

the attrc. the ltunglet:[1

lburningl
(r. It was alrcady lgetting latc] when the man first saw

the fbulnilrg] /iorse ahead of him.

[ . rx r) l l l i i lg]

7. He rvas already fprepural] when the bo:rt arrived so

thc [.lliriirniig] rlllel decided to go.

8.  I t  was [e/ecl l ic  and]  easy to use.  so Jane produced the

le l e c t r i cl Lo /l ee po t whenever she had company.

lir lell-t
9.  On Joc's second t ry [he paused] and,  eyeing thc

[fallen] bor /iir.q plr. he added the score.

10.  I t  [Thc bor sty le]  turned out  to be easy to manage.

cvcn though Jimmy had never tried a lboxl kite

bcfbre that  day.

l l . lEntpt . t ' l  a f ier  the move. the lentpt . r l  hooktu:e looked

out o l 'p lace.

l l .  A f 'ew minutes later  f i t  rerol rer l  and]  the chairman

came through the [r'elolrilg] dutr lor thc meeting.

13. Helen put it asidc llnll eutenl because she was in a

hurry even though the fhul.f-eutenl upple appealed

to her.

14. Though Sam had it with him lin u lsurne.s.sl. he hopcd

that the lhurnessL'd) gal wouldn't be ncccssary.

15. Charles carefllly ldisas.tenfilel andl cleaned the [r1r.r
u:sentble{  t rorubone he had found.

lan atritluel

16.  Al though i t  was [on loan] .  Kathy used the lunt iquel
t ( t u r J  l l t t . t ( r  a l l  t he  t ime .

17. Although he was still klunslingl by himself. the

fdunglingl ntonkq' was entcrtalnlng.

lPuPerl
I ti. Choosing her ffavorite] one, the girl gave lhe fttuperl

r/o// to her fricnd.

l( on I ent porur.r'f

l9 .  " l t 's  
lappropr iate l . "  thought the newlywed. as she

imagined Lhe ltontentporur.r'l thuir in the apartment.

Lstuhh.tl
20. It was funlamiliar] so the first grzrder found the

Lstuhh.rl pencil hard to hold.

2f .  " l t 's  
ldr ippingl  on the table."  Sal ly  said.  gestur ing at

the ldripping\ tuntlle rhat she had made.

22.  [Trumper ing and]  captur ing everyone's at tent ion.  the

ftrLunlteting) elephurtt was the main attraction.

Ituuglttl
23.  

"1 
[want]  i t . "  said the chi ld,  as she pointed to the

It uug h tl./ i :h and sn.riled.

24.TheIEu.ster) season encouraged brisk sales of [Eh.rter']
lnrs and other clothing.

lt lteellessl

25.  Thc boy lound i t  [easi ty]  when i t  was t ime to takc the

ltheeIIe:sl brrt cle homc.

26. lt was lelt [r1ntr'] on the counter bt-lt no one saw the

[dirr.tl pun until suppertime.

l('/o.rnrg itl

27. lGlancing aroundl. the stranger held up his ft/o.icr,l
/iralrl as a stgn.

lbrok el
28. "You 

ftbundl it," Andy said, noticing the lhrokettl
.stretrdrit'er in the workshop.

29.lAdioittin7l in typical New England style, the [rtfoirr-
ingl hurn had many uses.

Ithe.lrirr.r' onel

30. Deciding that he liked [it]. Phil bought the [/un'rl
rlrrt on credit.

lhungingl
3 1.  l t  was fp laced]  in the center  and most o l  the people

thought the lhungingl luntp was a Iine addition.

32. Carol eramined it [urslnrng] and decided that the [ror-
\ !n i l t { l  ht t  qtPl  could be f ine.

33. 
"lt's 

lbuntluged andl already taken care of-." said the

man looking at his lbundagedL/bol without concorn.

34. The waiter [.r1lcerl and] carried in lhe lslite ofl pie that

was the specia l ty .

35.  " l  don' t  have one f that  /org] , "  thought the customer.

looking at the [/ong] .r/iil1 on display.

36. "He's 
[/irrlln.q] over there." indicated thc keeper.

pointing at the [irlirg] o.strich rn the lield.

IBetlruggle[1
37. [Impolite] as it was. Stan used the lbedraggledl comb

frequcntly.

38.lClo.sing itl after he finished, the old man held the

fclosed] urtordion and smiled sadly.

39. tt had beenlrun.sutked and] moved around while the

Smiths were away. but the[run.sackett] rlesk was still

in  thc house.

lrurnetl it on)
zl0. Connie fentered the room] and wondered what the

Iturned-on] televi.;ion had to oller.

[ " l t 's  b1(r . / r ! " ]

41.  Thc woman scrcamed ["Help!" ]  as she stared at  the

[bloodtl dugger in his hand.

lhulll
42. Looking at the flast one] that was left. Edith won-

dered if the lhulflsundt ith would be eaten.

Attempting to complete the job, Dick [/oar1er1 and]

moved the lloucledl x'heelburrov Io the site.

[1ol ]
Al though i t  was fborrowed],  J i l l  thought that  the

llottl tuble would be adequate.

+-1

41



45
I.stucketfl"They are al l  [ there]," said Linda, as her mothcr

looked at lhe [.rtutkedl b/ock.i from the hall.

lMelr ing)
[Served] within 5 minutes.thelnteltingl ice tt eunt tone
was st i l l  welcome.
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fuurrlr'./inisheill
,17. It was [mid-summer] and Pa was proud of the fu,lrrrtlr

./ini.shet[] log tubin he had designed.

llurgel
48. It was [roasted], so Bob handled the lrousret[) turke.t

with care.


